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Abstract Blade tip vortices are the dominant vortical structures of the helicopter flow field. The inherent
complexity of the vortex dynamics has led to an increasing interest in full–scale in situ experiments, where
the near–field, closely behind the blade, is of particular
interest, since measures of vortex control mostly target this initial stage of development. To examine the
near–field, three–component Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurements of blade tip vortices of a full–
scale helicopter in simulated hover flight in ground effect were conducted. A feasible and robust evaluation
procedure was developed to minimise the shortcomings
of full–scale PIV applications, such as a moderate spatial resolution and an elevated measurement noise level.
At vortex ages ranging from ψv = 1◦ to 30◦ , a pronounced aperiodicity and asymmetry of the vortex were
observed in cross–sections perpendicular to the vortex
axes. At ψv = 1◦ a preferential orientation of the vortex
was observed. For increasing wake age, vortex wandering increased while the asymmetry of the vortex cores
decreased. The high level of aperiodicity and core asymmetry must be taken into account when considering
phase averaged vortex characteristics in the near wake
region.
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distribution and the structure of the near wake is substantially different (Mahalingam et al 2000; Komerath
et al 2004). The dynamics of blade tip vortices during
formation and in the near field are not entirely understood and the extent of the near–field, commonly estimated as ψv ≥ 45◦ to 90◦ (Johnson 1980), remains to
be determined.
To provide insights into the dynamics of full–scale
tip vortices in the near field, three–component velocity
measurements of full–scale blade tip vortices by means
of stereoscopic Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) were
conducted. In continuation of the feasibility study by
Richard and Raffel (2002), an evaluation procedure was
developed which provided sufficient measurement fidelity to analyse the tip vortex structure. We focused on
aperiodicity and axial asymmetry of the vortex during formation at wake ages ranging from ψv = 1◦ to
30◦ . Aperiodicity refers to the variations of the size,
shape and position of the vortex at a given wake age
for consecutive passage of the blades. Aperiodicity of
fully developed vortices is caused by a combination of
free stream turbulence (Baker et al 1974), self-induced
motion due the interaction of the individual vortex filaments (W.J. Devenport and Follin 1996), and various vortex perturbations and instabilities (Singh and
Uberoi 1976; Sarpkaya 1996). It increases with wake
age and is believed to be less pronounced immediately
behind the trailing edge of the blade. We used a simplified elliptical representation of cross-sections of the
vortex cores whose eccentricity provided a measure for
the asymmetry of the vortex.
During formation, the tip vortex converges towards
axial symmetry. The evolution of the eccentricity indicates the progress of roll–up process, i.e the formation
stage. The presented evaluation procedure allows for a
differentiation of asymmetry and aperiodicity and their
impact on conditional averages. In the vicinity ψv = 1◦
large eccentricity and a preferential orientation of the
vortices indicated ongoing shear layer roll-up. Thereafter, vortex wandering increased while the asymmetry
of the vortex cores decreased. When considering phase
averages to deduce effective vortex parameters in the
near field (Kindler et al 2007; Valla et al 2009), both
asymmetry and aperiodicity effects must be taken into
account.

1 Introduction
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The tip vortices trailing from helicopter rotor blades
are the dominant and most conspicuous flow features
of the rotor wake. Tip vortices are formed from intertwining shear layer vortices originating from the blade
tip (Leishman 2001; Green and Acosta 1991). Due to
their impact on acoustics, vibration levels, and rotorcraft performance, tip vortices have drawn considerable
attention over the last decades (Landgrebe 1986; McCroskey 1995; Conlisk 2001).
The present knowledge of tip vortex dynamics is
mainly based on extensive small–scale investigations
(e.g. Leishman et al 1995; Leishman 2001; McAlister
2004). The prediction of full–scale vortex dynamics and
interactions remains elusive because not all relevant dimensionless parameters can be attained in small–scale
testing. For example, realistic vortex Reynolds numbers
Re = Γv /ν (with the circulation Γv and the kinematic
viscosity ν) are not obtained in wind tunnel tests (Sarpkaya 1998). Therefore, it is appealing to adapt and implement available experimental methods to probe the
blade tip vortex characteristics in situ, i.e. in flight.
Furthermore, full–scale, in–flight experiments provide
access to a much larger range of flight parameters than
typically attainable in wind tunnel testing. Since the
vortex dynamics in the vicinity of the blade have a profound effect on blade aerodynamics, a direct approach
of the vortex development in the near field is particularly desirable especially with regard to issues of vortex
control (Green 1995; AGARD 1996).
Due to the inherent complexity of the rotor environment, most of the available literature on tip vortex
formation focusses on fixed wings. The flow field around
the wing tip contains multiple vortical structures whose
size and influence depend on a wide range of parameters
including load distribution, tip shape, etc. (Katz and
Galdo 1989; Shekarriz et al 1993; Karakus et al 2008).
These vortex filaments roll-up into a separate large scale
tip vortex by virtue of their self-induced velocity. This
roll-up process starts at the leading edge and is found
to be exceedingly rapid. The vortex flow is observed
to become self-similar and axially symmetrical within
approximately one to two chord lengths downstream
of the trailing edge (Ramaprian and Zheng 1997; Birch
et al 2003). However, on rotary wings the spanwise load
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2 Experimental Methods
2.1 Measurement Configuration
The main rotor of the test helicopter had Nb = 4 hingeless blades of rectangular planform with a radius of
R = 4.91 m, a chord length of c = 0.27 m, a solidity of

2.2 Evaluation methodology

The evaluation methodology comprised three stages,
velocity evaluation, vortex identification, and determination of the vortex shapes, each of which included a
data validation procedure.
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σ = Nb c/(πR) = 0.07, and −8◦ linear blade twist. The
angular velocity of the main rotor was Ω = 44 rad s−1
yielding a blade tip Mach number of Ma = 0.64. During
simulated hover flight, the helicopter generated approximately T ' 20000 N thrust, corresponding to a thrust
coefficient of CT = T /(ρπΩ 2 R4 ) ' 0.0046 resulting in a
blade loading of CT /σ ' 0.066.
The PIV measurement plane was located on the
port-side, at 270◦ rotor azimuth (cf. figure 1). The data
acquisition system consisted of two 10.7 Mpx CCD cameras equipped with 300 mm objectives in a stereoscopic
configuration. The cameras were positioned on a vertical support; one 1.5 m above and the other 2.1 m below the rotor plane in idle condition at a distance of
10 m away from the observation area. Illumination of
the flow field was provided by means of a laser light
sheet fed by a double cavity Nd:Yag pulse laser with
a wave length of 532 nm and an energy of 280 mJ per
pulse. The laser sheet was vertically oriented in parallel to the trailing edge of the blade such that the tip
vortices were measured in a plane approximately normal to their axes. The spatial resolution of the image
acquisition system was 4 px mm−1 (corresponding to
1080 px c−1 ) for a field of view (FOV) of 0.9 m × 0.6 m.
The PIV system was synchronised with the main rotor
taking advantage of an inductive rotor position indicator permanently installed for rotor balancing purposes.
When it comes to full–scale in situ PIV applications,
the provision of a homogeneous and sufficiently dense
tracer particle distribution is an extremely demanding
task where the atmospheric background conditions play
an important role. Even moderate cross–winds might
strongly alter the optimal tracer injection point and the
tracer density within the field of view. To compensate
for effects of the ambient conditions, the tracer generation and supply system, including an injection nozzle
reaching 3 m above the rotor disk, were installed on a
mobile platform which could be relocated in response

M
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Fig. 1: Schematic representation of the experimental configuration for stereoscopic PIV measurements of the blade tip vortex
on the test helicopter.
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to the outer conditions at a distance of one rotor radius
away from the rotor disk. To obtain large tracer densities and a high injection volume flow, a purpose–built
aerosol generator was deployed consisting of a total of
fifty pressurised air supply lines, each of which was fitted with eight Laskin nozzles (1 mm in diameter), immersed in a 300 l volume of synthetic oil (Di-2-EthylHexyl-Sebacat, Merck). At a working overpressure of
0.1 MPa, highly concentrated, polydisperse droplets of
approximately 1 m in diameter were discharged at a
flow rate of 400 m3 h−1 .
During the tests, ambient conditions were close to
those of the International Standard Atmosphere (ISA)
at an average temperature of 10◦ C and an atmospheric
pressure of 1015 hPa, with calm winds below 1.5 m s−1
and intermittent gusts of less than 4 m s−1 .
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2.2.1 PIV evaluation
The stereoscopic PIV data were evaluated according to
standard procedures (Raffel et al 2007). The acquired
intensity images were high-pass filtered and normalised
using the series minimum image prior to evaluation.
A camera view misalignment correction was computed
for each time series as part of the image de–warping,
to compensate for small image offsets which otherwise
would be greatly amplified due to the large–scale geometry of the set–up (Raffel et al 2004).
The interrogation window size and overlap were optimised according to the scheme of Richard et al (2006).
The interrogation window size was minimised with respect to an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio while the
sampling window overlap was maximised to avoid artificial smoothing of velocity gradients. The correlation analysis of the interrogation windows represents
a low–pass filter limiting the peak velocities accessible
(Richard et al 2006). By increasing the window overlap, the probability of an interrogation window being
perfectly centred at the maximum velocity increases,
minimising spatial averaging effects by the interrogation window itself. Additionally, a multi–grid evaluation
scheme was used within the correlation analysis in order
to further increase the spatial resolution in regions of
strong shear. In this case, square cross–correlation windows of 32 × 32 px with an overlap of approximately
94% were used. The corresponding physical resolution,
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Fig. 2: A representative instantaneous velocity field (a) and the corresponding out–of–plane vorticity component (b) at ψv = 5◦ . A
combined representation of the scalar field Γ1 (equation 1) and the contour lines of λ2 = 0 for the same velocity field (c). The vortex
core shape as derived by fitting equation 2 to Γ1 where the dotted lines indicate the principle axes orientation (d).

i.e. the ratio of the PIV measurement volume to chord
length, is Lm /c = 0.0296.
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2.2.2 Vortex identification

Most common vortex identification schemes such as vorticity magnitude, λ2 , etc., require the computation of
velocity gradients which is undesirable for large–scale

PIV data. Elevated measurement noise can severely contaminate the velocity derivatives which is adverse to reliable vortex core identification by means of gradient–
based criteria. For a comprehensive review of the robustness of various gradient and convolution based methods see van der Wall and Richard (2006) and Cucitore
et al (1999).

1 X (P M × UM ) êz
N
k P M k · k UM k

,
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Γ1 (P ) =
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In this work, the vortex centres were identified using the scalar function Γ1 introduced by Graftieaux
et al (2001) which is derived directly from the twodimensional in-plane velocity field. In its discrete form
it is defined as
(1)

Fig. 3: An example of the tracer distribution within the region
of interest at ψv = 3◦ as seen by the lower camera; the blade is
highlighted and the blade tip and vortex centre are indicated by
the arrows.

as a shape parameter. When  is close to unity the vortex has a flat elliptical shape, approaching circularity
when  decreases towards zero.

2.2.3 Vortex asymmetry
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where N is the number of points in the two-dimensional
neighbourhood S of any given point P in the x, y plane,
M lies in S, êz is the unit vector in z direction, and
UM is the in-plane velocity at M . The extremum of Γ1
is identified with the location of the vortex axis (note
that Γ1 is not to be confused with the circulation). The
averaged background velocities within the observation
area were subtracted from the instantaneous fields prior
to the analysis.
Vortex detection based on Γ1 is much less susceptible to experimental noise which can be readily observed in figure 2. Γ1 for the instantaneous velocity field
was very clean (figure 2c), whereas the contour lines
of λ2 = 0 as well as the instantaneous out–of–plane
vorticity component indicate a strong variability of the
velocity gradients (figure 2b).
The absolute amplitude of the extremum of Γ1
strongly depends on the integrity, i.e. coherence, of the
vortical structure under consideration. Defining a lower
limiting value Γ1 = 0.8, incompletely captured vortices
were discarded from the analysis.
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The application of Γ1 facilitated a robust and efficient
assessment of the approximated vortex shapes. To analyse the vortex shape, the Γ1 field was fitted with a bivariate Cauchy distribution of the form
A
(x − x0 )2
(y − y0 )2
1+
+
a
b

or
’s

L=

,

(2)

where the coordinate pair (x0 , y0 ) indicates the location
of the vortex axis, A represents an arbitrary amplitude,
and a and b are the principal axes of the approximated
ellipse (cf. figure 2d). As an additional criterion to detect invalid vortex fields, the maximum allowed distance
between the local extremum of Γ1 and the centre of the
bivariate Cauchy distribution was limited to two PIV
sampling grid points in x and y direction, i.e. defining
a maximum absolute deviation threshold of 1.4 mm.
To quantify the circularity of the vortex cores, we
used the eccentricity
p
(3)
 = 1 − (a/b) with (a < b),
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2.3 Measurement accuracy
The quality of the full–scale PIV measurements was
found to vary strongly for subsequent recordings. The
overall measurement noise level was higher than typically obtained in laboratory experiments. These variations were primarily attributed to the varying or intermittently inhomogeneous tracer concentration including tracer density gradients within the region of interest (cf. figure 3). Due to the unsteady nature of the
flow field, dissociated tracer patches of variable size
were commonly found. Because the tracers are injected
from above the rotor plane, the downwash tended to induce higher tracer concentrations inboard of the blade
tip, while the fluid from the recirculation region outboards features stronger patchiness and, on average,
lower tracer concentration.
The effect of tracer inhomogeneity on the data accuracy is threefold:
1. The velocity uncertainty of the PIV results was elevated. Using the standard deviation of particle disψv
Nrf
Nvf

1◦
121
45

3◦
121
108

5◦
53
45

10◦
121
105

20◦
121
69

30◦
121
78

Table 1: The number of acquired instantaneous Nrf and valid
velocity fields Nvf for the range of wake ages measured.
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Fig. 4: The standard deviation of the vortex centre positions and
the blade tip in the x, y plane.

that the flapping of the blade tip mainly imposed a
vertical excitement.
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placements within interrogation areas of size L2m , the
velocity uncertainty reads δU = δX/(∆tM ) (Raffel
et al 2007), with the interframing time ∆t and the
image magnification M . For the present measurements δU/(ΩR) ≤2% for the in–plane velocity components was obtained. The noise level increased for
the out–of–plane component to an uncertainty of
4%.
2. An areal lack of tracers resulted in non–physically
dysmorphic or even undetectable vortex structures
in the velocity fields. Vortex fields affected by areal
defects were detected and discarded by successive
application of the validation criteria described previously. The succession of validation steps after PIV
evaluation, vortex detection, and shape approximation led to 11% to 63% of the time series data to be
discarded (cf. table 1).
3. The local tracer density represented the intrinsic
limit of measurement resolution as it defines the
minimal interrogation window size, i.e. the spatial
resolution or probe volume. In this case, Lm /rc =
0.593, using 0.05c as an estimate of the vortex core
radius, was close to the commonly accepted resolution requirement of Lm /rc < 0.5 (Martin et al 2000).

3.2 Vortex asymmetry

3 Results and Discussion
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Aperiodicity has many faces. One comprises the spatial fluctuations of the vortex axes location, i.e. vortex
wandering. Another is concerned with the variation of
the vortex core shapes. Both are addressed separately
and their impact on phase averaged, i.e. effective, vortex parameters in the near field is assessed.

3.1 Vortex wandering
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Vortex wandering is derived as the standard deviations
of the spatial distribution of the vortex centre positions
in x- and y-direction (figure 4). The blade tip position
scatter is δx/R = 1.1 , δy/R = 3.0 . In the range
ψv = 1◦ to 5◦ the scattering of the vortex positions
largely conforms to the blade tip behaviour (figure 4).
For larger ψv , vortex wandering increased continuously.
Vortex wandering in the near field is caused by external perturbation including background turbulence
(Heyes et al 2003; Iungo et al 2009). With increasing
wake age the vortex susceptibility to outer excitation increases. Additionally, small deviations in the near field
are amplified which explains the observed growth.
The fluctuations of the tip vortex centre location
were not isotropic but larger in normal than in spanwise
direction. This anisotropy can be ascribed to the fact
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In order to assess the vortex asymmetry, we consider the
distribution of the eccentricity  (equation 3) together
with the major axes orientation, i.e. the inclination angle β with respect to the blade surface.
The distribution of eccentricity is approximately Gaussian, while β is uniformly distributed for ψv ≥ 3◦ (figure 5). At ψv = 1◦ a preferential orientation was observed of approximately 35◦ directed upwards outboards
which can be associated with the initial roll-up stage.
At the same time, the eccentricity attained largest values. At the tip, the fluid on the suction side of the
blade is pushed inboards while fluid from the pressure
side moves outboards and winds upwards around the
tip in response to the pressure difference. The flow is
accelerated when moving from the pressure to the suction side causing the 35◦ orientation of the premature
tip vortex.
For wake ages ψv ≥ 3◦ , no preferential orientation was found. With decreasing influence of the blade
(ψv ≥ 3◦ ), the velocity distribution outside the core region becomes increasingly uniform and the vortex tends
towards a more circular shape (figure 6). The conditional average  of individual vortices remained on a
high level over the entire range of wake ages attaining
 ' 0.6 for ψv ≥ 5◦ corresponding to a principal axes
ratio of ca. 0.64. This means that the vortices are noncircular with a large scatter in . Considering the con-
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Fig. 5: Propability density function (pdf ) of the vortex core eccentricity (left) and vortex core major axis orientation with respect to
the horizontal (right).
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ditionally averaged vortices, on the other hand, the eccentricity c converges towards c ' 0.3 at ψv > 10◦ ,
corresponding to a principal axes ratio of ca. 0.91. Due
to the arbitrary orientation of non-circular vortices, the
conditionally averaged vortex field is smeared and increasingly circular. The notion of conditional average
denotes the phase average including an alignment of
individual vortex velocity fields with respect to their
centre position.
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3.2.1 Effective vortex parameters
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Our findings suggest ongoing shear-layer roll-up at
ψv = 1◦ and convergence towards a well-defined vortex
thereafter (ψv ≥ 3◦ ). The fact that we do not observe
a rapid convergence of the eccentricity towards 0 can
be attributed to the following experimental constraints.
First, the relatively small number of valid vortex fields
considered might bias the statistics. Second, an inclination of the measurement plane with respect to the vortex axis might influence the derivation of vortex shapes.
The inclination of the individual vortex axes with respect to the z-axis was estimated based on the out–of–
plane plane velocity gradients (∂v/∂x, ∂v/∂z) outside
two times the core radius using a iterative procedure
given by van der Wall and Richard (2006). The inclination angles were found to be smaller than 3.5◦ for the
data relevant to this study which was considered negligible and a transformation into the vortex system was
omitted.

30

Fig. 6: The eccentricity c of the conditionally averaged vortices
together with the conditional averaged eccentricity  of the individual vortices; the solid line is a guide to the eye.

In order to derive the effective vortex characteristics
within the near field, conditionally averaged vortex velocity profiles were determined (figure 7). The conditional averaging comprised two steps. First, the instann
(r, Θ) and vzn (r, Θ), were aztaneous velocity fields (vΘ
imuthally averaged to obtain velocity profiles (VΘn (r)
and Vzn (r)) as a function of radial distance from the
vortex centre. Second, the profiles at a given wake age
were phase averaged to obtain the conditionally av-
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Fig. 7: Conditionally averaged vortex velocity fields (left) and the velocity profiles (right) at ψ = 1◦ (a), 3◦ (b), 5◦ (c), 10◦ (d), 20◦
(e), and 30◦ (f). The light red shading indicates deviations due to asymmetry (δ1 V equation 4), the blue shading represents aperiodic
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where Θ is the azimuthal angle with respect and NΘ
is the discretisation in azimuthal direction. Aperiodic
variations within the time series, on the other hand,
can be identified by the standard deviation of the azimuthally average of the conditionally averaged velocity
field
"

Nvf
2
1 X
δ2 V (r) =
V n (r) − V (r)
NΘ n=1

# 21

(5)
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where V denotes conditional average.
For ψ = 1◦ the conditional average is mostly affected by the lack of axial symmetry while aperiodicity effects are small as expected for small wake ages
(δ1 V > δ2 V , figure 7a). With increasing wake age, asymmetry decreases while aperiodicity increases (figure 7b
– c). For ψv = 10◦ , 20◦ , and 30◦ both asymmetry and
aperiodicity effects decrease (figure 7d – e). Within the
near–field, for ψ ≥ 1◦ the maximum swirl velocity
VΘ,max decreases, while the apparent core radius rc
(taken as the radius at which VΘ (rc ) = VΘ,max ) increases. As the development progresses the vortex becomes more susceptible to external perturbations and
instabilities, which could explain the increasing aperiodicity. As also seen in the eccentricity, a definite completion of the vortex formation stage cannot be inferred
from the present data. However, only at ψv = 1◦ the
roll-up is directly observed.
The effective vortex core radii for the range ψv = 5◦
to 30◦ increases from rc /c = 5.5% to 6.6% while the
maximum swirl velocity VΘ /(ΩR) decreases from 15%
to 12%. The smearing of the conditional average leads
to an overestimation of core radii of δrc /c ≤ 2 of 36%
while the peak swirl velocities δVΘ /(ΩR) are attenuated
by averaging over a range of the same extent which
yields an underestimation of 20%.
Another common feature of the conditionally averaged velocity fields was a noticeable, horizontal stretching of the cross-flow component (figure 7). This stretching was associated with the residual inclination of the
vortex axes with respect to the measurement plane. It
should also be noted that the extension of the cross-flow
field to the lower left of figure 7a, b, and c represents

us
cr

# 21
"
Nvf
NΘ
1 X
1 X
2
(4)
δ1 V (r) =
(v n (r, Θi ) − V n (r))
Nvf n=1 NΘ i=1

the drag bucket behind the rotor blade which is also
visible in figure 2. Due to the blade circulation exhibiting a strong gradient towards the tip, a sheet of trailed
vorticity is shed into the wake. Downstream from the
trailing edge the blade wake continues to wind up into
the vortex accompanied by a sheet of trailed vorticity
distributed along the span of the blade.
The conditionally averaged vortex radius at ψv = 3◦
is found to be in agreement with corresponding results
from Background Oriented Schlieren (BOS) measurements based on the same experimental configuration
(rc /c = 5.5% and 6% also at ψv = 3◦ ) (Kindler et al
2007). The conformity of the full–scale PIV and BOS
results are attributed to the fact that the Schlieren measurements are equally effected by smearing due to aperiodicity. As a consequence, the asymmetry and aperiodicity must be taken into account in tip vortex investigations using integrative measurement techniques such
as Schlieren methods or Light Detection and Ranging
(Valla et al 2009).

M
an

eraged profiles V Θ (r) and V z (r), respectively. With
this procedure two different sources of uncertainty can
be differentiated. The average asymmetry of individual
vortices can be determined by averaging the standard
deviation of azimuthal averages of individual vortex velocity fields
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4 Conclusions

Vortex velocity fields in the near–field of a full–scale helicopter rotor blade tip were presented and discussed,
focusing on vortex core eccentricity within the formation stage and consequential aperiodicity effects. Only
at ψv = 1◦ was a preferential vortex direction observed
which can be associated with the initial roll up stage.
At later wake ages vortex ellipticity of random orientation indicates ongoing vortex core relaxation. Thus, the
initial stage of vortex roll-up appears to be completed
closely behind the trailing edge of the blade, while the
vortex equilibration persists over the entire range investigated (up to ψv = 30◦ ).
The application of large–scale PIV in conjunction
with the evaluation methodology proposed here opens
several possibilities in studying full–scale rotor tip vortex flows. Along with an investigation of fully developed tip vortex fields, future efforts will include time–
resolved vortex trajectory measurements which are less
susceptible to experimental noise.
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